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On April 18, 2008 Hyung Jin Moon was appointed as president of FFWPUI. (It was a month after Hyo 

Jin nim's Seonghwa and also 12 days after True Father asked Hyun Jin Moon and Kook Jin Moon to stand 

on the left and right side of True Mother representing Cain/Abel respectively in Hawaii to set up the new 

course of Cain - Able restoration after the eldest son's passing). In True Father's prayer this day, True 

Father mentioned about (1). The position of Hyo Jin nim and Heung Jin nim as Hyung Jin's elder brothers 

who are true representatives of Cain - Able in the spirit world and (2) Hyung Jin's mission of resolving 

resentments of the 3 ages (Old Testament, New Testament and age of the 2nd Coming) 

 

We should see that it is not the position or authority that they are inheriting immediately and should not 

be referring to the "persona" himself... BUT True Parents are conveying right there and there that IT IS 

THE BEGINNING of a new providential course of claiming victory between Cain - Able and resolving 

historical resentments 

 

Going back on the April 6, 2008 ceremony in Hawaii, (12 days before Hyung Jin's inauguration) we need 

to TAKE INTO SERIOUS CONSIDERATION, which the brothers (Hyun Jin / Kook Jin) were asked 

by True Father to UNITE CENTERING ON True Mother. (We need to learn from what True Father 

had been doing and dig deeper the significance of every ceremony and declaration he had been 

proclaiming). Position is twined with HISTORICAL responsibilities and if the Central Figure failed to 

fulfill it or the mission is left undone, history showed us that God changes the person to continue the 

FORMULA COURSE (study chapter Predestination of the Divine Principle regarding the course of 

Central Figures) 

 

Then from the sermon Hyung Jin's gave in November 14, 2009... He mentioned True Father asked him 

to convey the following message and had to make sure that members understood it seriously that "if 

any of the True Children or True Grand-Children denies True Parents or any in-laws, members 

should not follow any of them." Why? We need to TRUST True Father's intuition. He for sure had seen 

the possibilities and was giving us the warning. That serious request from True Father was made a year 

and 7 months after the inauguration. AGAIN we can say that the appointment is not absolute! It all 

depends on the fulfillment of Portion of Responsibility. 

 

In an interview on November 24, 2009 Hyung Jin mentioned that there's no confusion about succession 

as long as True Mother is here. This is in accordance to what True Father had clarified with him during 

their 8 hours talk. This is ANOTHER ONE BIG ISSUE! This is True Father's message to him during their 

"8-hour talk....." 

 

From the June 2010 issue of Today's World Magazine... an article of Hyung Jin testifying that there 

was nobody who had achieved such unity with True Father except True Mother that even he and other 

disciples couldn't cope with. He saw firsthand experience that it was only True Mother who could cope 

with True Father's schedule and activities. He even said True Mother is not human being in this case. His 

original mind was still pure to see the greatest spiritual value of the True Parents 

 

From the speech in April 4, 2011 True Father said that the responsible person for the Unification 

Movement is NOT Hyung Jin nor Kook Jin. On top of them is True Mother. True Father emphasized 

that WE SHOULD NOT FORGET THIS. Again, why True Father had to keep on repeating this issue 

about successor and top leadership of the entire Unification Movement? SIMPLY BECAUSE True Father 

could see the possibilities and again has given us WARNING. 

 

On April 14, 2012 True Father declared True Mother as perfected Eve and True Father offered that day 

as the day where the Internal God (Heavenly Parent) and External God (True Parents) have achieved 

perfected unity because of the unity of True Father and True Mother as the TRUE PARENTS. True 

Father emphasized this point in the speech that True Parents = True Father + True Mother. We 

have to see this as great revelation. True Mother is the substantial form of God's feminine aspect and 

through her the unity of God of Night and God of Day was achieved 

 

On June 5, 2012 True Father declared the perfected and firm settlement of the True Parents who together 

with God had accomplished 96% of the providence perfectly and that the remaining 4% lies on Heavenly 

True Mother in order to build the Kingdom of Heaven. From that day True Father said a New History 

would begin CENTERED on TRUE PARENTS. Just few months before True Father's passing, True 

Father declared this very important point..... 

 

AND on July 16, 2012 True Father sincerely asked those present during the inauguration of ABEL 

Women UN to choose the path of True Mother which is the path of a true daughter, a true wife, a true 

mother and a true woman leader. True Mother is the model, True Mother is the leader, she is the 

next HEAD after True Father. 

 

Then on Aug 13, 2012 True Father prayed that he had accomplished, perfected and concluded the 

providence and now is the time for Heavenly True Mother to build the Cheon Il Guk through tribal 

restoration and community breakthroughs. What was the most important achievement True Father had 



accomplished? Finding True Mother and perfecting the course of the True Parents; establishing the True 

Family and producing millions of Blessed families worldwide. 

 

Going back in 1990 March 1 that True Father declared True Parents = True Father + True Mother. and 

in March 27 1990 True Father declared True Mother as 2nd founder of the church with an equal status 

with him when it comes to leading the entire movement; and in 1991 November 3 True Father answered 

the question Who is the Messiah by saying True Father and True Mother the True Parents are the 

messiah. 

 

So the speech on November 27, 1994 when True Father said that unless there is a Nation (the Cheon Il 

Guk) inheritance (and succession) would not be passed down to Children. This had to be taken into 

serious study which has connection with the November 24, 2009 speech of Hyung Jin regarding his 8-

hour talk with True Father about successor. Hyung Jin Moon's time is not yet NOW. True Mother is still 

alive and THERE ISN'T YET a NATION. 

 

Hyung Jin as the "supposed successor" should be the first one to build this Cheon Il Guk nation for God 

and True Parents and the world. This is Hyung Jin's foremost important responsibility. 

 

So all the CLAIMS of Sanctuary Churchers are null and void... MEANINGLESS at all when viewed from 

True Father's declarations. Even the claim of 3 crownings for him wasn't actually entitled for him but it 

was a declaration of the return of the victorious authority for God. 

 

IF AFTER achieving perfection one can still FALL then even God and the Divine Principle are not true. 

Therefore to say that True Mother failed at the last minute is absurd 

 

If the appointment in 2008 April is absolute then all True Father words after that are FAKE and valueless. 

 

If True Mother really disunites with True Father and elevated herself above True Father as Sanctuary 

Church claims depicting True Mother as evil woman who has excessive desire for power and selfish 

motives, etc., then their 52-year long relationship of being together and those public appearances that they 

have been together portraying an immense volume of love with each other could be considered FAKE 

and just a show-off. 

 

Can a genuine love relationship sealed and declared by True Father as true love be able to change 

overnight or right after the loss of the other partner? ABSOLUTELY NO! Because if the Sanctuary 

Church claim is TRUE, then there's no hope for the perfection of love. If that is really true, then we 

shouldn't believe even True Father because he could be an IMPOSTOR too and Unification Church is 

false. 

 

If Sanctuary Churchers continue to pursue the way of destroying True Mother and the movement, the 

more falsehood they would create to justify again and again the lies they have started. The end results of 

this will be denying the Principle and establishing a tradition that is outside of God which is happening 

now before our eyes. Worst is ignoring True Father which they are doing NOW un-noticeably by 

ignoring the volumes of True Father's words that are not fitted to their claims, purposes and goals. 

 

Denying the other spoken words of True Father in the past decades is similar to a crime they are throwing 

against True Mother of changing the TEXTBOOKS because True Father said, His words before and now 

are forever and for eternity. 

 

These are the implications of things if we will believe Sanctuary Church claims. 

 

Heaven and hell depends on your choice. 

 

Is True Mother qualified and authorized to do what she is doing after True Father's Seonghwa? 

ABSOLUTELY YES! APPROVED and CERTIFIED by True Father's Words. Editing the 

textbooks, replacing the leadership, making a system, proclaiming herself as only Begotten daughter, etc. 

are but JUST RIGHT and authorized because True Mother is also the Messiah and True Parents who is 

absolutely united with True Father and most importantly She is the feminine aspect of God. 

 

Let them who have eyes can read this understand this. Let those who are seriously searching for truth and 

clarification to confusions clouding some of us find time to reflect from True Parents words. 

 

God Bless us All! 

 

NOTE: All speeches quoted here can be read in full text in www.Tparents.org 
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